CLOUD SOLUTIONS
FOR DATA-DRIVEN AGENCIES
Modernize IT Infrastructure.
Protect Federal Information.

Cloud technologies are transforming the global economy—
and cloud-based analytics is no exception.

ESTIMATED

75%

$1.2T

of organizations
plan to leverage
cloud-based analytics
solutions by 2025iii

cloud-driven value added to
the global economy by Fortune
500 companies this decadei

1 in 3

organizations accelerated cloud migration initiatives in
2020—which were completed 24x faster than expectedii

Cloud adopters get better results, faster.

29%

38%

increase in cost
efficiency for
migrated applicationsv

faster application
developmentiv

2x

greater revenue growth

in 2020 reported by organizations that prioritize investments in new technologyvi

But not all cloud strategies are created equal.

Execs whose organizations rely
on managed cloud services are

Execs report achieving stronger outcomes with managed cloud services.

40% LIKELY 64% 50% 39% 28%
MORE

to achieve the full benefits
of their initiatives.vii
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Ready to move your agency to the cloud?
MicroStrategy Cloud for Government is a fully managed, FedRAMP-authorized service that delivers powerful analytics at scale.
With always-on security monitoring and access to our high-performance BI platform, federal agencies can deploy—and trust—
the innovative applications designed to support critical missions.

Meet with experts from our Federal team to get started.
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